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Poetics of Time, Memories of Splendid Moment

To each dimension, as, with the flight of time, it disappears from view, we should 
say: now you are becoming the Past. But possibly later at a critical-perhaps 
fortunate-moment we may meet again on a new dimension, and once again you 
may become the Present. And, if, as the number of dimension grows we find 
increasing difficulty in visualizing all the different part of the structure at the 
same time, we must exercise great patience.
Paul Klee, On Modern Art, London: Faber and Faber, 1948, p. 17. 

Sang Min, Lee carves the time. In his work, a number of moments are overlapped 
and carved in there. The artist, who's been seeking for time and carving water, 
now focuses on giving eternity and solemnity by gathering passing moments. And 
he remembers those momentariness forever and brings its vanishing brilliance 
back. Because there lies the world and order of space in each and every moment 
and secret of beings. 

To come and go between the moment and the eternity freely and to make layers 
of time condensed, Sang Min, Lee have chosen containers which were created in 
the past. He believes that there are unimaginable numbers of moments piled up in 
one vessel. The most important thing in a process of carving vessel is the 
uniqueness that the artist has in his imagination. Imagination is neither a simple 
process of association nor an daydreaming. It's mental activity that creates 
something totally new by numerous factors that complicatedly mixing each other. 
Sang Min, Lee falls into imagination before he begins to work. He imagines 
moments in the past when potters fashioned clay, painted glaze and controled fire 
in front of kiln. And he imagines the times of patience those potters spent to 
make containers. He imagines moments that completed vessels spent in daily 
routines of ordinary people. Imagination allows the artist wide view-point with full 
of light. The smaller and shorter the moments, like you just pass by 
unintentionally, the more splendidness in there. The more trivial the moments are, 
the more imagination he gets and the imagination is boosted even more. And the 
peak moment of the boosting, the artist begins his carving of moment. 

Unique part in Lee's work is that he never changes or revises the shapes of 
containers once he have chosen for model. Just like ordinary objects have no 
unnecessary decorations, Lee's work has no superfluousness. He pursues into the 
shape that some unknown potter made. First reason is to express his admiration 
and praise for the past. This is why he said that he feels like he is working with 
previous potters like collaboration work. Lee feels sorry for today's history doesn't 
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properly evaluated. He feels sad that the past is forgetting. So, at least in his 
works, he want the meanings of his works not to be faded away. Second reason 
why he carves vessels with its own shape is to solely lost himself in his 
imagination. The artist thinks that the imagination and carving it on a glass is 
enough itself. He remembers Gaston Bachelard's saying "to imagine, one must 
become truly humble. So one must forget and give up oneself". Imagination and 
creation through it require times of self-practice which gives up one's pride and 
embraces other being. 

Therefore, the artist must move up to the stage of completely losing himself so 
that he can re-discover himself. Imagination can't be seen like the passing 
moments but it opens our eyes to see beings and it is a part of creation that 
leads us to feel and admire the very meaning. And moments with numerous faces 
of the world will be held in the vessel that is carved on glass only when those 
process above is truly completed. Furthermore, once work is done the artist 
doesn't need to be greedy to artificially reveal his aseity because, in his work, new 
dimensions of time(which means the time of efforts and pateince that Lee has 
spent for his work) will naturally be added and time of past and present, behaviors 
of the past and today will also be transparently overlapped. Multiple layers of 
outlines, which looks swaying, imply the co-existence of the past and the present 
and it further allows us to imagine the layers of future moment that spectators 
will meet his work.  

These series of work processes also transparently show the artist himself. Sang 
Min, Lee felt like he is putting time, being and something he doesn't know in when 
he began to carve vessels. This feeling of showing himself without hiding may 
caused by the material he uses; glass. The glass holds transparency that makes 
everything penetrates thus visible. So it can show and hold everything. Glittering 
of glass endows splendid light on vessel itself, touch of its master and moments of 
their work and on times when the vessel had existed. Light makes every being and 
substance visible. As an energy, the light is basic condition for all activity and it 
is also a power to activate other beings. Light holds its meaning as a physical life 
and it is also a symbol of spirit, soul, and of absolute truth and God. Light is the 
purist and is eternal. Lee's vessel is full of this light. And at last, life of the 
unknown potter is now splendidly sparkling. In fact, the vessels, which Lee have 
chosen for model, already hold its own light by itself. Just like the expression of 
Hee Soon, Yoon, containers of Korea resemble sky holding lights in there. Celadon 
is like the sky that meets the horizontal line and white porcelain holds purity with 
lights of sky. Moon Pot, which appears for the first time in this year, gains its 
name because it resembles the moon. Moon has always been considered as 
something that shines the world along with Sun. Meanwhile, a container meets fire, 
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which is another form of light, and experiences process of burning all kinds of 
impurities down and becomes pure and complete. And that pure and complete 
container is now carved on glass by Lee and it gains its eternity just like lights.  
 Lee's work holds action of splendid lights in a physical dimension too. Reason 
why we can see shapes in his works is because of reflection and penetration of 
lights. Light of self-reflection from glass and invisible one due to the action of 
lamps appear and manifest. 

Process of carving shapes on and of polishing glass with grinder to make it more 
splendid requires level of tension and kin sense that no one but only the artist 
can afford to imagine. However, he doesn't want us to wonder what kind of 
technique is needed, what equipments are used, and how much the process was 
difficult. Lee want audiences to feel the wonder of light that his work presents. 
Because the artist does not work by memorizing the whole work process like you 
do in your math test. He has already learned the whole process of polishing glass 
and works like he is in the stage of absence of ego or like he just naturally 
breathing in and out like the old potters did. The artist probably will feel the every 
width and curve of the glass with all of his body, mind and spirit, and with soul. 
To use a grandiloquent phrase, that very moment lies beyond dimension of this 
world, which can not be explained with language. The moment of Lee's work is the 
time when his physical existence is extended to the world, opens it, and completes 
the vivid experience that is opened by the world. It's almost impossible to explain 
this moment with a few simple human language.

Par rapport au matériau, la tâche de l’artiste, qui est conditionnée par le dessein 
artistique, consistera à surmonter un matériau. Surmonter le matériau n’est pas 
une procédure seulement négative qui viserait à installer une illusion. Dans un 
matériau, on surmonte l’éventuelle détermination extra-esthétique lui est inhérente: 
le marbre doit cesser d’opposer sa résistance en sa qualité de mabre, c’est-à-dire 
en tant que phénomème physique déterminé.
Mikhil Bakhtin, Esthétique de la création verbale, Paris: Gallimard, 1984, p. 197.

 Now, Sang Min, Lee shows a strong will to look at the very nature of matters. 
The nature of matter is neither about physical property of glass or container nor 
about the reality they exist. It is a trial to look at the inside of every aspects of 
everything. Nature, world or art...whatever it is, it's just not that easy to look at 
the nature of something. And it's also difficult to lead others to see that nature. 
However, Sang Min, Lee never give up this hard trial. Because, to him, the artist 
is not someone who just delivers surface of the world. To artist, behaviors of 
feeling, seeing and creating means deeply infiltrating into the matter and into its 
existence. The more artistic inspiration and imagination artist has, the closer he or 
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she gets to the nature of that substance. When the artist experience that nature of 
matter, he or she will meet fundamental base of nature that creates everything, 
will echo and will get closer to truth of the world.  

Consequently, when the old potter and present artist meet each other, transcend 
time and change moment into eternity, that container carved on glass will shine 
every moment of life. It will also sublimate its materiality, will seek for nature of 
the world and will cause infinite experiences of art. Sang Min, Lee's work goes 
beyond visible dimension and it makes invisible thing visible and opens the world 
of meaning.  His work is like a poetry that captures the purist moment. When we 
face his work, which is like 'Metaphysics of moments(métaphysique instantanée)', 
we feel the moment of pause; the eternity. When we face his poetry, we can't 
think of anything else. We are just surrounded by wonder in front of pure image 
that one poet shows us. If we experience this creative moment completely, we will 
be thinking of one rhyme of poetry; 'every single moment is splendid'. And we will 
feel and admire the world with full of splendid beings, behaviors and moments.
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